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Abstract

The tremendous growth in both Java and multimedia present an opportunity for cross-platform distance education systems exploiting the power of audio and video to enhance the education process. However, little research has been done on evaluating Java multimedia performance nor on assessing its viability as a platform for distance education. In this paper, we present experiments that measure the multimedia performance of an MPEG-1 client in Java, and evaluate its potential as a distance education platform considering both video frame rate and jitter. We find Just-In-Time compilation, local media access and processor choice significantly affect multimedia performance, while choice of operating system, Java virtual machine and garbage collection have a negligible effect on multimedia performance. While overall Java still lags considerably behind multimedia performance in C++, suitable video performance can be achieved in Java, which, if carefully deployed, promises to enhance distance education systems.

1 Introduction

Traditional education systems are increasingly being challenged with providing education to students that are not able to travel to the schools themselves. At their heart, these distance education systems have a teacher and students separated by physical distance and relying upon technology to support the educational process. While early distance education efforts relied upon closed-circuit television and telephones to facilitate instruction, the power of today’s computers and the connectivity of today’s networks present the opportunity for multimedia from an online teacher, over a network to the desktop of students [19]. These new streaming multimedia applications promise to enhance the effectiveness of distance education
programs by allowing interactive sessions between teachers and distant students coupled with the ability to synchronize online voice and video with the lecture notes and slides.

Java is an equally promising technology for distance education with the potential to transform application development as we know it. The "write once, run anywhere" nature of Java bytecode allows distance education providers to deliver a uniform interface, and hence a uniform education, to each student regardless of computing platform. This becomes especially true as end-host computing environments that students may be using are becoming more diversified, from Web TVs and palm tops to PCs and full-featured workstations. The Java Media APIs are designed to meet the increasing demand for multimedia, supporting audio, video, animations and telephony [23]. Distance education systems such as SHLL [4] and CUSeeMe [32] that use video along with other presentation media, or distance education approaches such as through adventure games [3] that support interactive distance, or even entire distance education systems such as at the Open University [30], will inevitably depend upon multimedia applications developed in Java.

Before Java can be executed, it must first be compiled from source code into what is known as bytecode. There are several different ways of executing bytecode as native machine code: a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is an interpreter that translates the bytecodes into machine code one by one, over and over again; a Just in Time (JIT) compiler translates some the bytecode into machine code just before they are to be used and caches them in memory for reuse; and a static native compiler translates all the bytecode operations into native machine code, taking full advantage of traditional compiler optimizations. Figure 1 shows these run-time options along-side the option of compilation of native.

Related work on Java performance has concentrated on the performance of traditional benchmarks such as Spec95 and the jBYTEmark in Java environments [20, 15]. CaffeineMark seeks to provide an indicator of Java Applet performance in a Java runtime environment [27]. Other research has concentrated on achieve optimum perform in Java environments
Figure 2: **Frame Rate and Application Quality.** The above figure depicts a range of video frame rates and their effects on the quality of a multimedia application.

[10]. Such research has shown that JIT and static native compilation can provide impressive performance improvements over purely interpreted Java.

However, traditional benchmarks tend to model traditional application performance. Multimedia applications have very different performance requirements than traditional applications. Unlike traditional applications in which response time, such as the time to complete a compilation, is the basic unit of performance, the basic unit of multimedia performance is the rate at which frames (either audio or video) are played. Frame rate has a direct impact on how understandable a distance education lecture will be, how satisfied students will be with the quality of the educational process and even how attractive the educational subject will seem [1, 22, 29, 12, 14]. Figure 2 depicts the effects of frame rate on multimedia quality.

Starting from the bottom, rates of 0-2 frames per second are typically unacceptable for video-based tasks. While the video images may still be useful, the media is perceived more as a series of still images than as a sequence of video frames. 3 frames per second has been found to be the minimum acceptable frame rate for many video-based tasks. At about 7 frames per second, the eye starts to blend the individual frames into smooth motion. From 12-15 frames per second the eye stops being able to distinguish the individual frames. At 20 frames per second, maximum video quality is achieved for low-motion or low-resolution video. 30 frames per second achieves maximum video quality for all videos, as the eye does not perceive any differences for video sequences played at frame rates higher than 30 frames per second.

The performance of a distance education multimedia is also influenced by the successful delivery and timing of these frames. Although we often think of multimedia as a stream of data, computer systems handle multimedia in discrete events. An event may be receiving an update packet or displaying a rendered video frame on the screen. The quantity and timing of these events give us measures that affect application quality. There are three measures that determine quality for most multimedia applications [5]: delay, the time it takes information to move from the server through the client to the user; jitter, the variation
in delay, can cause gaps in the playout of a stream such as in an audioconference, or a choppy appearance to a video display; and *loss* which can take many forms such as reduced bits of color, pixel groups, smaller images, dropped frames and lossy compression.

In the absence of jitter and packet loss, video frames can be played as they are received, resulting in a smooth playout, as depicted in Figure 3-top. However, in the presence of jitter, interarrival times will vary, as depicted in Figure 3-middle. In Figure 3-middle, the third frame arrives late at r2. In this scenario, the user would see the frozen image of the most recently delivered frame (frame two) until the tardy frame (frame three) arrived. The tardy frame (frame three) would then be played only briefly in order to preserve the timing for the subsequent frame (frame four). In the presence of packet loss, some frames will not even arrive at the receiver, as depicted in Figure 3-bottom. In Figure 3-bottom the third and fifth frames do not arrive at the receiver. In the case of the loss of frame three, the viewer would see a frozen image of the most recently delivered frame (frame two), and the video stream would then jump to the next frame that arrived (frame four).

Delay and loss are the primary concerns for traditional text-based applications, while jitter has been shown to be a fundamental concern for multimedia applications [7]. Since many network performance studies concentrate on the effects of loss on multimedia quality [24, 17, 16, 13, 12], we concentrate on jitter, and of course frame rate, as measures of Java video performance.

In order to understand how Java might impact the performance of distance-based education using multimedia, it is important to examine some of the overhead associated with Java run-time environments. Figure 4 depicts the run-time overheads associated with running
Figure 4: **Java Run-time Execution.** The above figure depicts the relative run-time spent executing Java programs.
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Figure 5: **Garbage Collection.** Available memory decreases as objects are created. Low memory triggers garbage collection which frees up objects that are no longer being used.

Java applications. Roughly half of the time is spent executing bytecode [15]. The other half of the time is used in doing garbage collection to free up memory that is no longer used, synchronizing threads and miscellaneous tasks such as class loading and bounds checking.

As to garbage collection, Java, like other object-oriented languages, makes heavy use of memory. Java removes the burden of memory management from the programmer through runtime garbage collection. This freedom comes at a performance price, however, as JVMs often spend 15 percent to 20 percent of their time on garbage collection [15]. Most significantly, a chart of the memory usage of a JVM shows a jagged sawtooth pattern (see Figure 5, from [15]), indicating that garbage collection is intermittent and likely increases jitter. Moreover, our previous work has Java servers do suffer from increased jitter versus native-code servers [6].

In addition to the Java runtime options and choice of JVM, JIT compilation and garbage collection, client applications may be configured in a variety of other ways, as depicted in Figure 1. The video file can be delivered by a remote server or accessed from the local disk,
the client processor can be upgraded, or the client can choose an application developed in C or C++.

In this work we investigate how effective a distance education platform Java can be by measuring the performance of a client Java MPEG-1 player under two different JVMs, using combinations of JIT compilation and garbage collection. We compare these performance differences across three different processors, local disk access and two operating systems. From this data we determine the greatest bottlenecks to high-quality Java multimedia performance, and how best to improve the overall quality. We examine both frame rate and jitter in determining Java runtime performance. Our results may be useful for distance education providers in order to decide on appropriate technologies for their students and computer science researchers in order to focus their energies on the most critical bottlenecks in Java performance.

The rest of this paper is laid out as follows: Section 2 describes our experiments used to measure the performance of video in Java; Section 3 analyzes the results from the experiments, including subsections on frame rate and jitter; and Section 4 summarizes our conclusions as to the effectiveness of Java for distance education video and lists possible future work.

2 Experiments

In order to measure the performance of a distance education multimedia using Java, we built a client-server video system designed to simulate a student watching a real-time streaming lecture. As Java has its greatest potential impact as a client-side architecture, our experiments were designed to isolate the effects of Java on video performance at the client. Thus, the server was written in C++ in order to achieve optimum performance. The server streams MPEG-1 frames across a network to the client. The video frames can be read from a file, in the case of a pre-recorded lecture, or from a video codec if the lecture “live” and, in particular, if it is interactive. The client, written in Java, receives the video from the server, renders the frames and plays them on the screen. In the client, we varied the hardware platform, Java virtual machines, JIT compilation, and garbage collection in order to better understand the impact of Java on video performance. Since many distance education programs do, in fact, use a pre-recorded lecture, the client has the option of writing some or all of the video file to a local disk before beginning playout. Thus, we compare the performance of video from across the network from a server to that of video from a local hard drive. Lastly, an additional goal of our experiments is to determine how close video performance in Java comes to that of native code. Thus, we compare the performance of our client coded in Java to that of a client coded in C++.

For accessing the video from the server, our client connected to our server with a TCP connection over a socket. Our server was written in C++ as a Win32 console application to be as fast as possible and minimize the effects of the server on the performance of the client. The server accepts the name of the MPEG file to transmit as a command line argument. It then listens for a connection on socket 1362, and transmits the file. The 64 byte MPEG
header is sent first, followed by the MPEG data which is broken up into separate frames. This is done by the use of a sliding window which scans the file as it is read from the disk for the MPEG flag signifying the end of a frame. At the end of the file, the remaining data, which is the last frame, is sent.

Our client built upon a Java Applet developed by Carlos Hasan of the University of Chili [18], and was written in Java using Sun’s Java Development Kit (JDK) version 1.2. The client is a multithreaded application instead of an Applet to control the file transmission, with the MPEG decompression and display running in a different thread started by the Play button. The client has timing hooks to record performance data to a file.

All tests were run on a dedicated 10 Mbps Ethernet network. The server ran on a separate system. The test cases included running the client on Windows 98 and Windows NT 4.0 Workstation with Service Pack 4 installed, running the Sun Java VM version 1.2 (called Java) and the Microsoft Java VM version 5.0 (called Jview), and running the VMs as JIT enabled or disabled. We ran tests with garbage collection enabled and disabled. Also, data was collected with the local disk version for a comparison of local vs. network performance.

We tested several MPEG-1 videos, but report the results from an animation of a lighter falling through the sky and being lit (lighter.mpg):

670 320x240 frames, 30 frames/sec, 22 sec
GOP: IPBBPBBPPBB, Mean Frame Size: 4554 bytes
Total Compression Rate: 1.98 % of uncompressed 24 bit images =
0.47 bits per pixel, 1.09 MBits/sec

During each experimental run, four data points were collected per frame: start decompression time, stop decompression time, start display time and stop display time. Also, the client start and stop times were recorded when the first data packet was received and when the final frame finished displayed, respectively. This allowed us to measure frame rate and jitter. Each experiment was run 5 times and the average frame rate and jitter for the 5 runs was recorded.

Figure 6 presents the frame rate results and Figure 7 presents the jitter results. The next section analyzes the results, including the metrics themselves and the impact of each video technology on distance education.

3 Analysis

In this section, we analyze the results from our experiments. Our two primary measures of performance are frame rate and jitter. As described in Section 1, the frame rate has a direct impact on the effectiveness of distance education video. A frame rate of 3 frames per second is considered the minimal acceptable frame rate and a frame rate of 20-30 frames per second is a the maximum target. Jitter will determine how smooth the video frames appear to the student. Jitter shown to the student may be perceived as is loss [7] and video that is buffered by the client, a popular technique for reducing jitter, will result in increased latency making
Figure 6: **Video Frame Rate.** This figure depicts the frame rate results from all experiments. The vertical axis is in frames per second. The horizontal axis depicts the runtime environments for the video client. *Base* is a Pentium II 300 MHz Intel PC running Windows NT and Microsoft’s *Jview* with JIT and garbage collection enabled, receiving the video from the server over a network. *NoJIT* is the Base with Just-In-Time compilation disabled. *SysB* is the Base with a Pentium 233 MHz processor. *Win98* is the Base running Windows 98. *SysC* is the Base with a Pentium Pro 200 MHz processor. *JVM* is the Base running Sun’s Java Virtual Machine. *NoGC* is the Base with garbage collection disabled. *Local* is the Base reading video data from the local IDE hard-drive. *C++* is the Base with a compiled C++ player.

interactive lectures more difficult and making the distance education system less effective for student devices with low memory such as palmtops or Web TV’s.

### 3.1 Frame Rate

The frame rate was determined by counting the number of frames in the video sequence and dividing that by the total time required to play the entire video.

#### 3.1.1 Java Runtime

We tested Sun’s *JVM* version 1.2 and Microsoft’s *Jview* version 5.0. As seen in Figure 6-*JVM*, Sun’s JVM was only 7% faster. However, we found that there were subtle differences between the two. For instance, *Jview* performs slightly better under Windows NT, whereas Java runs better under Windows 98. This suggests that the choice of the Java Virtual Machine does not have a critical bearing on the video performance.

Figure 6-*NoJIT* shows Java performance using Microsoft’s *Jview* with JIT disabled, instead of enabled as in the Base system. The use of JIT compilation makes a huge difference in performance. When JIT is enabled, the frame rate is almost 7 frames per second. However, with JIT disabled the frame rate drops to slightly over 1 frame per second. We found similar results for Sun’s JVM. This enormous impact on performance suggests that student devices,
Figure 7: **Video Jitter.** This figure depicts the jitter, measured as the maximum time between consecutive frame playouts, from all experiments. The vertical axis is in milliseconds. The horizontal axis depicts the runtime environments for the video client. *Base* is a Pentium II 300 MHz Intel PC running Windows NT and Microsoft’s *Jview* with JIT and garbage collection enabled, receiving the video from the server over a network. *SysB* is the Base with a Pentium 233 MHz processor. *NoJit* is the Base with Just-In-Time compilation disabled. *SysC* is the Base with a Pentium Pro 200 MHz processor. *JVM* is the Base running Sun’s Java Virtual Machine. *NoGC* is the Base with garbage collection disabled. *Local* is the Base reading video data from the local IDE hard-drive. *C++* is the Base with a compiled C++ player.

whether a palmtop, laptop or desktop, must be JIT enabled in order to achieve acceptable video performance. Fortunately, the latest versions of Netscape Navigator and Microsoft’s Internet Explorer all come with built in JIT compilers.

Figure 6-*NoGC* depicts Java performance with garbage collection disabled instead of enabled as is the usual case. With garbage collection disabled the frame rate is 7.2 frames per second. When garbage collection is enabled the frame rate is 6.8 frames per second. As shown, garbage collection does not make much of a difference in performance. This is fortunate since disabling garbage collection is rarely an option in Java programs, but it also indicates that efforts spent improving the performance of garbage collection routines will not enhance video performance significantly.

### 3.1.2 Operating System

Figure 6-*Win98* depicts the Java performance under Windows 98 instead of Windows NT (v.4.0 service pack 4) in the Base system. Windows 98 provides 4.9 frames per second while Windows NT provides 6.8 frames per second. The performance of Windows NT was also better than that of Windows 98 on the other two systems systems. Thus, the choice of operating system on a student device, from a palmtop to a desktop computer, may have a have significant effect on the performance, and hence the effectiveness, of the educational video.
3.1.3 Processor

Figure 6 depicts the Java performance under three different processor environments, the Base system, a Pentium II 300MHz (SysA), a Pentium 233 MHz (SysB) and a Pentium Pro 200 MHz (SysC). The processor that the tests were run on made a large difference on frame rate. We find that the fastest system, a Pentium II 300MHz shown by Figure 6-Base, has twice as high a frame rate as the slowest system, a Pentium 233MHz shown by Figure 6-SysB. The benefits from the hardware on the student’s machine will definitely affect the impact of the distance education material. Distance education providers will want to explicitly provide minimum client-side hardware requirements in order to ensure that their students are receiving effective educational video.

3.1.4 Video Location

Figure 6-Local shows the impact on framerate of the location of the video to be played out. The client doing local playback read the file from an IDE hard drive. The client doing remote playback connected to a server on a different workstation on the same LAN. Surprisingly, local playback is over 2.5 times faster than remote playback. This suggests that Java will be more effective for lectures that are pre-recorded since, as they do not have an interactive component where the instructor talks to the students in real-time, they can be downloaded ahead of time and played out by the students.

3.1.5 Native

We ran our test video on a MPEG player written in C++ and compiled into native code. The C++ player was able to play the video at full-motion video speed of 30 frames per second, as depicted in Figure 6-C++. Moreover, the C++ player used approximately 15% of the CPU, allowing a possible maximum playback of 200 frames per second. This enormous increase in performance means that if high-quality, full-motion video is required for the education, only a C++ compiler will suffice. Fortunately, very few distance education systems require this level of performance.

3.2 Jitter

In playing out our video, we recorded the playout time of each frame at the client. The “raw” jitter data, then, is the interarrival time between each frame playout. Figure 8 depicts the raw jitter from one experimental run. A jitter-free playout would appear as a flat-line. Notice that the playout in Figure 8 has enormous “spikes” that are as much as 200 milliseconds throughout the sequence.

Quantitative measurements of jitter used by past researchers have included co-variance (ratio of the standard deviation over the mean) [9], absolute deviation (does not square the distance from the mean) [26], and number of gaps (that occur in the video playout after buffering) [28, 11], and variance or standard deviation [8, 25, 21, 2].
Figure 8: **Java Jitters.** This figure depicts the interarrival times between playout of video frames at the client. The vertical axis is the time between frame playout in milliseconds. The horizontal axis is the frame number. The system is an Intel PC running Windows NT and Microsoft’s Jview with JIT and garbage collection enabled, receiving the video from the server over a network.

In addition, one useful measure of jitter is range (the maximum delay between any two consecutive frames) [31] since it provides the maximum delay needed for complete buffering of jitter events and also represents the largest jitter event that will be seen by the user in the event of unbuffered video. For example, the maximum jitter event in Figure 8 is about 250 milliseconds (between frames 15 and 16).

If all jitter events are removed due to client-side buffering, it is important to understand the implications of end-to-end delay on interactive multimedia. Human perception of delay is around 100 milliseconds, so jitter events less than 100 milliseconds are too small to be noticed. The maximum acceptable delay for interactive multimedia, such as in an interactive classroom experience, is around 250 milliseconds. Delays of 500 milliseconds and above are generally too large for an interactive session.

### 3.2.1 Java Runtime

As seen in Figure 7-JVM, Sun’s JVM had a slight effect on jitter, requiring about 75 fewer milliseconds of delay buffering to remove the jitter events. This difference is less than would normally perceived by students watching a video lecture, even if it was interactive.

Figure 7-NoJIT shows that JIT compilation makes a significant difference in jitter performance, as the non-JIT video player required over 100 milliseconds more buffering to remove the jitter events. The delay buffering required by video players without JIT compilation is large enough that any interactive distance classroom session will likely be severely degraded.

We hypothesized that the periodic nature of garbage collection were causing the large “spikes” in the interarrival time, seen in Figure 8. Thus, disabling garbage collection should greatly reduce jitter. Figure 9 depicts video jitter with garbage collection disabled compared with video jitter with garbage collection enabled. The mean interarrival time is a bit higher
Figure 9: **Garbage Collection Jitter.** This figure depicts jitter, seen by the interarrival times, due to garbage collection. The vertical axis is the time between frame playout in milliseconds. The horizontal axis is the frame number. The top line depicts jitter with garbage collection enabled. The bottom line depicts jitter with garbage collection disabled.

when garbage collection is disabled (seen also as a higher frame rate in Section 3.1.1), but the “spikes” occur at the same locations. The spike size is a bit less with garbage collection disabled, but not to the extent that we expected.

3.2.2 Processor

Figure 7 indicates that the processor speed made an enormous difference on the amount of jitter. The slowest processor (SysB) had unacceptable jitter performance, nearly such that an interactive sessions was unusable. SysC had marginal, but acceptable, performance. This again emphasizes that the hardware on the student’s machine will definitely affect the impact of the distance education material. Distance education providers will want to explicitly provide minimum client-side hardware, both for acceptable frame rate performance and jitter performance, in order to ensure that their students are receiving effective educational video.

3.2.3 Video Location

Upon seeing the periodic nature of the jitter “spikes” in Figure 8, we formed an additional hypothesis that the jitter may be due to the network effects, notably the TCP/IP stack. Figure 10 depicts jitter when the video is received over the network compared to the jitter when the video is read from the local hard drive. The local video has a maximum jitter event of around 40 milliseconds, which is much less than the nearly 250 milliseconds of jitter from the network video. However, the periodic nature of the jitter is similar, as both video streams have their “spikes” at about the same places. Still, local video would require less buffering than is perceivable by human perception, while the buffering required for the
networked video is borderline unacceptable.

3.2.4 Native

Once again the native video player written in C++ performed much better than the Java video player, as seen in Figure 7-C++. The C++ player had jitter events on the order of 10 milliseconds and even this jitter was likely due to the clock granularity of around 10 milliseconds and the actual jitter could be less than that if the system supported a higher resolution clock. A native C++ player should definitely be considered for any interactive distance education video as it will immensely reduce the delay requirement to achieve a smooth video stream.

4 Conclusions

The use of distance education to expand the reach of education providers promises to provide opportunities to many who may be otherwise unable to attend school. Java, with its portable nature and toolkits for building user-interfaces, promises to help the reach of distance education institutions by enabling students on a variety of end-user devices that support a variety of operating systems to partake in the education system. Java can provide a mechanism for students to receive multimedia lectures, support interactive on-line help sessions and provide interactive working environments.

Despite this potential, any detailed understanding of multimedia performance in Java has not been undertaken. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide experiment-based Java performance for MPEG-1 video. Moreover, our study provides performance num-
bers using a typical multimedia server and client under a number of runtime configurations, allowing us to detect the bottlenecks in Java performance.

Of the variables that we tested we found that Just-In-Time compilation, local access to the MPEG-1 video, and the client workstation processor type influence multimedia performance the most. Other variables that we tested extensively and found to make a minimal difference were operating system, the Java Virtual Machine being used, and disabling garbage collection.

After identifying which variables had the greatest impact, we then measured the level of Java performance that we could achieve under ideal circumstances. The best frame rate that we found with our streaming Java MPEG-1 player was 7.45 frames per second, using JIT on the Pentium II 300MHz, Windows NT system. This performance falls far below the full-motion video 30 frames per second. Moreover, native compiled C++ code could theoretically achieve over 200 frames per second on the same system.

Our identification of performance bottlenecks is useful for distance education providers as they can decide upon the necessary Java runtime configurations required to support their instructional systems. Computer science researchers can also use this information to focus their energies on improving Java based multimedia in the areas that will have the greatest impact on performance.

5 Future Work

A great deal of work still remains to be done in this area of study. First most, a Java-based education system should be deployed, following the configuration guidelines mentioned above, to verify that the effects on users are as indicated by video used in prior user studies. Often, actual limits of acceptable performance, such as for frame rate and jitter, are task-specific. Distance education video may well carry its own set of acceptable performance criteria.

As the network appears to be a significant bottleneck to smooth video performance, and most distance education based systems will require a networking component, future work should do an in-depth study of the effects of different kinds networking on video performance, especially jitter. For example, a client-server combination can use Remote Method Invocation (RMI) or CORBA to have “pull” technology, possibly achieving better throughput. Or, the Java-to-Native Interface (JNI) can be used to access compiled code that handles networking possibly achieving better networking performance. UDP, rather than TCP, is often the preferred network protocol of choice for multimedia applications. Therefore, further studies detailing the effects of UDP, RMI or JNI may yield better networking performance for Java based distance education.

Java technology continues to evolve. Detailed experiments on the performance of new technologies such as Sun’s Hotspot, the JavaCPU and JavaOS may provide further insight as to the most effective ways of providing Java-based distance education tools. Similarly, new multimedia technologies such as MPEG-4 may provide a better forum for distance education instruction.
6 Notes

The complete source code used in this research can be downloaded from the Perform Web page at:

http://perform.wpi.edu/
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